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nother Solstice and another Volume ready for
the Archives. Many readers thought it was long
done (some probably hoped so) after Volume 8,
Number 12, but lo and behold, ROARSHOCK PAGE
offers new excerpts from that most curious “novel” of
SPAM, REAL REPLICA WATCHES by Anon of Ibid,
from a new edition (Version#23).

REAL REPLICA WATCHES
24 REVOLUTION
A Guy Bigger than Éadweard Snowdon? For more than
10 years they kept the lid on this, but now a shocking
documentary reveals the dark conspiracy that may wipe
out the real news and this will bring Gods Judgment
onto America. Church Leaders pray you never see this.
Stay safe. Stay prepared. It will not be long before
THEY discover the information has been leaked and
send their hackers to take down the site. You have been
selected for Inclusion. AGENT Olga sends David Wilson her WINK and MESSAGE. Laughed the young
woman sometimes observed Dr. Jacoby who shook his
head watching the other. Yes friends, laugh. I have no
other reaction to all the twittering warriors and chat
room heroes who could not talk enough trash about the
stock. Call your broker and buy it right now because I
promise you I'm going old School and issuing a buy recommendation. Remember to tell your friends to sign up
and follow to make big dough. Do you visit this site often times? I was hoping to talk to you in chat once, but
you left all of a sudden. Could you write me with your
address or send me a letter some day? I believe we have
a lot in common and talking to you will be much pleasure for me. I'm Natalia, but you can call me Kitty. How
about your name by the way? I know you visit this website quite often and I was going to chat with you the other day, but you suddenly went offline. What do you
think about us spending some time here talking to each
other? I would be glad to hear from you. Best wishes,
Katy. The zombie apocalypse here & on tape gives uninterrupted pleasure for you and your babe. Tape: The
original zombie to enhance vigor and gain extra size.
The best technique to gratify your partner. Today find
kinky Mrs. Lucky. Well, well, well Inquisitor! BAD
Mrs. Lucky NEVER SLEEPS at night. Good day adult
master! Wondered why Charlie asked you there to keep
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quiet instead of someone else there to believe it and remain quiet for any lunar sleep. As your body reestablishes its natural sleep cycle, you'll find you can
fall asleep and stay asleep easier. Hello. I am Olga. I
live in Moscow. I found your page on the Internet and
was curious about you. Tell me, please, what you doing
now and how do you spend your life? In fact, you so
interesting to me as a personality that I want to communicate with you in the Future. Please answer me, I'm
waiting. Dr. Jacoby used his criminal history to investigate backgrounds in seconds. Bitcoin you ask? Bitcoin
bit back with a serious vengeance. The rocketed up
price either opposes the BEST news you could ever
hope to discover, or because a completely unknown
technique exists actually allows you to make more when
the price DROPS than when it goes up. Pretty crazy
right? Well, 99% fact! In reality, this technique works
when Bitcoin goes up AND down. It will never matter
which way it moves again, you'll be able to pull huge
profit regardless. Find out how right now, absolutely
groundbreaking and ready to become enormous for ladies. Shocking upsizing effect. Move forward and support images to look upon all input, or read ahead on the
page. My husband showed me the time of my life. He
had the toughest time pleasing me for so long and we
tried so many things but last night - wow - last night
was sooooo good. My screams of pleasure woke up the
entire neighborhood. I can't wait for tonight. You
Online? If you have trouble viewing this email, go
ahead and browse me. Hello! I am Natalia. You frequently on this site? I today wanted to talk to you in a
chat, but you had already left the chat. I think that in the
near future we with you shall talk, how you consider?
You have email ID? If you write to me, ok? I shall wait
from you the letter with impatience, Natalia. The future
of processing drops a couple of WORDS to KINKY
Mrs. Lucky. Well, well, well pussy eater! Kitty or Katy.
Olga sighed and handed it off to Dr. Jacoby who said
nothing could hear that bedroom and another woman
who would be ready for later, and only got in the wind
and prayed and watched television with her and moved
out looking pained, looking FREE, looking accommodating and executing images to understand all details.
Amazing 9 feet tall blueberry bushes. Press forward and
employ images to notice all accounts. This made me
cum twice. You tired of your husband? Have him take
this and you will cum in seconds. Let me tell you something, after my boring husband ate this. I beg for his rod
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every night ha ha. I just couldn't handle the pleasure.
He was inside me only for seconds and I just exploded.
Don't divorce your husband, give this to him and watch
his "package" grow from depressing to fracking awesome! Click Here to see just one of the thousands of
woman that we can introduce you to! Erotic Mrs.
Lucky wants you to EXPLORE her BOOBS. A man
who could answer the other mind fuck sensi! Soon as
best not hurt her mind! Said nothing more but now,
Éadweard Snowdon, someone who was waiting with
Mrs. Lucky to watch this short independent documentary with the door shut. Because it exposes how our
Church Leaders involved themselves in the biggest
cover up of EVER. The corporate elites and other insiders all prepared for what they call "The End Times" and
the website has already been taken down. Now they
managed to get it online again. Watch this video before
taken down permanently. Need business cash? 99%
Approval. Hi, David Wilson, you concerned about payroll? Do you need a line of credit to grow your business? An unsecured business loan for fast, reliable
funding. Entrepreneurs like you prefer them over bank
loans being quick and hassle free. Unsecured loans approved in 24 revolutions or less. A $23000,000 line of
credit deposited in just days. Click the link to the online
form. Donors review your application. They approve
99% of our customers. Draw cash from your new line
of credit. This limited time offer will be ending soon.
Wishing you success. Charlie was almost driven mad
trying to find a solution. After many years of mindnumbing research he made a discovery so SHOCKING
that it dramatically increased metabolism. So be your
own boss. New sleep drink rejuvenates your skin and
can give you a "Super Brain." Quit Smoking, start Vaping. Your Second-Chance in Life, just Arrived. Olga an
ostrich, but Katy and Kitty and/or Natalia am the beginner in the Internet, also was the first attempt to find
friends in the Internet. I feel slightly uncertainly. I was
registered on this site and found your structure. I hope
that it does not frighten you. My opinion has no value
for you, but I want that you knew that I have only the
good relation to you and your country. Dr. Jacoby study
Charlie rapidly. Whereas David Wilson illumination to
understand that hot Mrs. Lucky be NAUGHTY. Never
lose your stuff ever again. Be confident and start up
images to check out all remarks. Bored of your husband? Make him eat this and cum in seconds. Let me
tell you something, since my boring husband ate this,
I've been begging for him to be inside me. It takes just
moments before I can no longer handle the pleasure and
I explode everywhere. Don't divorce your husband...
Give this to him and watch his "package" grow from
depressing to WOW! CUM LIKE YOU NEVER CUM
BEFORE.
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Women's March joined by millions of
people worldwide. 420 marches reported
in U.S. and 168 in other countries.
Chuck Berry died in Wentzville, Missouri
EARTH DAY
March for Science in Washington, D.C.
and more than 600 other world cities.
A ransomware cyberattack affected
many computers in at least 150 countries.
Great Mosque of al-Nuri in Mosul, Iraq,
was destroyed by the Islamic State group.
A series of cyberattacks using the Petya
malware began in Ukraine.
The Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons was voted for by 122 of the 193
United Nations member states.
Brian W. Aldiss died in Oxford, England.
Cassini–Huygens13-year mission ended
by plunging into Saturn's atmosphere.
Raqqa declared fully liberated from the
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant.
Fats Domino died in Harvey, Louisiana.
Catalonia declared independence from
Spain. Catalan Republic not recognized
by Spain or any other sovereign nation.
Michael I, the last King of Romania, died
in Aubonne, Switzerland at age 96.
Johnny Hallyday died in Paris at age 74.
The United States officially recognized
Jerusalem as capital of the state of Israel.
San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee died at 65.
The United Nations General Assembly
Condemned U.S. Decree on Jerusalem.
http://roarshock.net/almanac.html

Calling for Contributions! ROARSHOCK PAGE invites
submissions of art, photographs, poetry, and micro-prose, to
be considered for inclusion in future issues.
ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 11, Number 1 will become
available January 1, 2018.
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